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ABSTRACT

Content-based audio retrieval including query-by-example
(QBE) and query-by-vocal imitation (QBV) is useful when
search-relevant text labels for the audio are unavailable, or
text labels do not sufficiently narrow the search. However, a
single query example may not provide sufficient information
to ensure the target sound(s) in the database are the most
highly ranked. In this paper, we adapt an existing model
for generating audio embeddings to create a state-of-the-art
similarity measure for audio QBE and QBV. We then pro-
pose a new method to update search results when top-ranked
items are not relevant: The user provides an additional vo-
cal imitation to illustrate what they do or do not want in the
search results. This imitation may either be of some portion
of the initial query example, or of a top-ranked (but incor-
rect) search result. Results show that adding vocal imitation
feedback improves initial retrieval results by a statistically
significant amount.

Index Terms— Vocal imitation, content-based audio re-
trieval, relevance feedback, interactive information retrieval

1. INTRODUCTION

As the amount of multimedia content that includes audio (e.g.
podcasts, music video, sound effects collections) increases,
efficiently and accurately searching for desired audio con-
tent becomes increasingly important. Existing audio collec-
tions (e.g. SoundCloud, FreeSound, Youtube) are typically
searched using text keywords associated with each audio file.
However, text-based search fails when there is no text tag for
the relevant audio content in the file. Text-based search is
also not feasible when one seeks a sound that does not have a
unique, commonly agreed-upon label known to the user (e.g.
environmental sound from an unknown event).

A content-based audio retrieval system lets the user pro-
vide an audio example (e.g. a recording of a dog bark) as
the query to find the desired audio (e.g. similar recordings of
dogs barking). These systems ranks audio database items by
their content similarity to the audio query example. Query-
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By-Example (QBE) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and Query-By-Vocal Im-
itation (QBV) [7, 8, 9] are two kinds of content-based audio
retrieval. QBE systems take an actual sound event (e.g. dog
barking) as a query. QBV systems take a user’s vocal imita-
tion (e.g. an imitation of dog barking) as a query. QBV is
useful when no recorded audio examples are available.

The performance of a QBE or QBV system depends on
the quality of the query. If the query does not provide the
right information to sufficiently narrow the search, the tar-
get sound(s) will not be top-ranked in the retrieval results.
Getting user feedback indicating the relevance or irrelevance
of a retrieved item is known as Relevance Feedback (RF)
[10, 11, 12]. This feedback is used to help update the or-
der of the returned search items. RF has been applied to text
and image retrieval [13, 14]. Recently, it has also been ap-
plied to QBE [5, 6]. While there are previous works on both
positive and negative relevance feedback in other domains
[11, 12, 13, 14], we are unaware of work applying relevance
feedback to QBV.

A simple approach to applying relevance feedback is to
let a user label returned audio items in the search results as
positive or negative. However, this does not make it clear
what aspect of the audio item was positive or negative. In this
work, we use vocal imitation as feedback. Vocally imitating
sounds is a natural and effective way of communicating an
audio concept between people [15]. Even when a vocal imi-
tation sounds different from its original recording, it is often
still identifiable [16]. We believe this is because it provides
information about the temporal evolution of the target sound.
This information can be used for relevance feedback to high-
lights what aspect of an example is positive or negative in a
way that a simple label cannot.

In this work, we adapt an existing model for generating
audio embeddings to create a state-of-the-art similarity mea-
sure for audio QBE and QBV. This model outperforms the
current state-of-the-art QBV model for audio similarity mea-
sure [7]. We then show how to update both QBV and QBE
retrieval results by a user’s vocal imitation to provide feed-
back. We test our approach with multiple similarity models
and show that information in feedback provided as a vocal im-
itation improves initial retrieval results by a statistically sig-
nificant amount.



2. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND SIMILARITY
MEASURE

A QBE or QBV system ranks recordings in the collection
by similarity to the query (either a general audio sound or
a vocal imitation). The current state-of-the-art QBV model,
TL-IMINET [7] uses a Siamese style two-tower network that
takes a vocal imitation as one input and an audio recording
from the collection as the other, returning a similarity value
for the pair. It was trained on a small number (thousands)
of vocal imitations and takes fixed-length audio (a 4 second
frame) as input. As a first step in our work, we decided to
leverage the embeddings created from a much larger set of
audio examples to build a better similarity measure that could
easily handle arbitrary length recordings and also be useful
for both QBE and QBV.

We use convolutional layers of VGGish model [17]
that was trained on the roughly 3,000 sound classes in the
YouTube-8M dataset [18] as a feature extractor. Figure 1(a)
shows the model architecture. An audio file is first trans-
formed into a log mel-spectrogram (64 Mel bins, a window
size of 25 ms and hop size of 10 ms). This is passed to the
trained VGGish model. The outputs from each intermediate
layer in the model can be considered representations of the
audio input. In this work, we use the last two convolutional
layers, L5 and L6 which showed the best representation pow-
ers on a preliminary experiment. The outputs from these two
layers are concatenated to form a feature vector for an audio
example. Similarity between two sounds is calculated using
cosine similarity between their feature vectors.

We tested three different ways of processing the outputs of
L5 and L6 to create the final feature vector, as shown in Figure
1(b). Here, size is shown as (width, height, channel). The
three variants are: 1)VGGish-whole: the network takes the
whole length of audio (variable length). The size of the output
from L5 or L6 is (t, 8, 512) where t depends on the length
of input audio. Then, the output is averaged over t (average
pooling) and flattened into a feature vector, 2) VGGish-1s:
first, input audio is divided into a set of a non-overlapping
1-second segment. The network processes each segment (a
spectrogram of size 96 by 64). Then, L5 or L6 output a matrix
with a size of (12, 8, 512) and it is flattened into a feature
vector without average pooling. To obtain a feature vector
of a whole input recording, the network performs the same
operation for every 1s segment of input audio and the output
feature vectors are averaged across the segments. 3) VGGish-
2s: this is the same as VGGish-1s except the network outputs
a feature vector per 2s-segment (an input spectrogram of size
192 by 64) of input audio.

3. VOCAL IMITATION AS USER FEEDBACK

We present two scenarios where vocal imitation can help to
improve a retrieval result, one for QBV and the other for QBE.
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Fig. 1. (a) The proposed CNN-based feature extractor. The
information for each filter is denoted as (width × height,
channels) in each layer block. Outputs from layer 5 and 6 are
used to build a feature vector. (b) Three variants of feature
extractions.

First, in QBV, the initial query is a vocal imitation of the de-
sired sound (i.e. a positive imitation). Here, one can provide
feedback to the search results in two ways: either by provid-
ing an additional positive imitation or by imitating the top-
ranked irrelevant sound item (a negative imitation), to high-
light what aspect of that incorrect sound is not desired. The
contrast between this negative vocal imitation and the orig-
inal query (a positive vocal imitation) can be used to better
guide search. The updated similarity S of x (a recording in
the database) with q (a query) is computed as follows.

S(q, x) =
1

Nvp

Nvp∑
i=1

C(vip, x)−
1

Nvn

Nvn∑
i=1

C(vin, t) ·C(vin, x) (1)

Here, vip is a ith positive vocal imitation, Nvp is the total num-
ber of positive imitations (including an initial query), vin is a
ith negative vocal imitation and Nvn is the number of nega-
tive imitations. C is a cosine similarity function. The term
C(vi, t) determines how well a negative imitation captures
the top-ranked erroneous search item t. If a user’s imitation is
very different from the original recording, the system puts a
small weight on the imitation when computing the final sim-
ilarity. This formula can flexibly accommodate multiple neg-
ative and positive imitations. One might ask why not just di-
rectly use the top-ranked incorrect example as a negative ex-
ample. In our experiments we found the top-ranked erroneous
example is less effective than a negative vocal imitation.

The second scenario we explore for using a vocal imita-
tion for query refinement is a QBE task. Suppose a user has a



recording they wish to use as a query, but it contains multiple
overlapping sounds. For example, if the query is a birdsong
recorded in a natural setting, the example may also contain
dog barking, lawn mowers, etc. In this case, a user can imitate
the irrelevant sound event in the query (negative imitation) or
imitate the relevant sound event in the query (positive imita-
tion). We assume that the query has sound events overlapping
each other: an event of interest and an irrelevant event. The
system can flexibly accommodate one or more negative and
positive imitations. The updated similarity S is computed as:

S(q, x) = C(q, x)− 1

Nvn

Nvn∑
i=1

C(vin, x)+
1

Nvp

Nvp∑
i=1

C(vip, x) (2)

where vin is a ith vocal imitation of an irrelevant sound in the
query (Nvn in total), and vip is a ith vocal imitations of a target
sound in the query (Nvp in total).

4. EXPERIMENT-1: QUERY-BY-VOCAL IMITATION

To measure the performance gain from user’s vocal imitation
feedback on a QBV task, we tested our methods on two dif-
ferent QBV systems.

4.1. Dataset

We perform QBV retrieval on the VocalSketch dataset [16],
which was used to train and test the current state-of-the-art
QBV retrieval model [7]. It includes 240 reference recordings
of 4 sub-categories: Acoustic Instruments (AI), Commercial
Synthesizers (CS), Everyday Sound (ED), and Single Synthe-
sizer (SS). Each sound recording in the dataset has at least 10
imitations collected through crowd-sourcing where the par-
ticipants were asked to listen to reference audio recordings
(e.g. the sound of a dog barking) and imitate them vocally.
We have the same testing setup as [7]. There were 200 (AI),
204 (CS), 604 (ED), 204 (SS) queries, each performed on a
dataset of 20 (AI), 20 (CS), 60 (ED), and 20 (SS) items.

4.2. Setting

To measure the performance gain by imitation feedback, we
simulated a user’s interaction with the search system as fol-
lows. A query (vocal imitation) in the testing set was selected.
The reference recordings were ranked by the similarity with
the query. If the top-ranked audio was not the target (the refer-
ence recording of the vocal imitation query), the initial search
rankings were updated using an additional positive query or
a vocal imitation of the top-ranked, but incorrect recording
(negative example). Since there are 10 imitations per ref-
erence recording in the testing set, we randomly select one
out of 10 imitations as user’s negative feedback. To simu-
late user’s multiple trials of a query or negative imitation, we
picked different imitations of the same reference recording.
Results were then re-ranked using Equation 1.

Table 1. MRRs on the VocalSketch testing set of 4 sub-
categories of recordings before user feedback is submitted.
(*TL-IMINET-paper: numbers from [7], TL-IMINET: our
implementation)

Model AI CS ED SS
TL-IMINET [7]-paper 0.462 0.349 0.246 0.390

TL-IMINET [7] 0.454 0.334 0.235 0.402
VGGish-whole 0.409 0.363 0.292 0.422

VGGish-1s 0.429 0.378 0.329 0.436
VGGish-2s 0.459 0.401 0.395 0.436

We repeated this simulation over all the imitations (1,212)
in the testing set. To measure performance, we computed
Reciprocal Rank (RR) of the target reference recording as
RR = 1/rank, where rank is the rank position of the ref-
erence recording. For example, RR is 0.25 if the target refer-
ence recording was retrieved at rank 4. The mean RR across
all the queries is called the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR).
To evaluate the general effect of vocal imitation feedback,
we performed the simulation with 4 different models: TL-
IMINET [7] which is the current state-of-the-art model and
three variants of our model described in section 2: VGGish-
whole, VGGish-1s, and VGGish-2s.

4.3. Results

We compare initial retrieval results (before user feedback is
applied) from the current state-of-the-art QBV system, TL-
IMINET [7] and three variants of our model. Table 1 shows
within-category MRRs of the models. Since the trained model
of TL-IMINET is not publicly available, we re-implemented
it to test our feedback methods on it. Since our implementa-
tion achieved similar results to the original (see Table 1), we
feel this provides a reasonable baseline. Compared with the
baseline, even though our models were not trained on the Vo-
calSketch dataset, every variant outperforms TL-IMINET for
three of four categories. This result shows that audio classi-
fication models trained on a very large set of general sound
events can be used as a feature extractor for QBV retrieval.

Table 2 shows how search results are improved by addi-
tional vocal imitations (one additional positive imitation and
one negative imitation). We can see that vocal imitation feed-
back improves MRR on all the models for all the categories
of the testing set, which confirms the general efficacy of vo-
cal imitation feedback on QBV. Moreover, VGGish-1s and
VGGish-2s outperformed TL-IMINET for all the categories
after user’s vocal imitation feedback is applied. The table also
shows the performance gain only by either additional positive
or negative imitation for VGGish-2s model. Both positive and
negative vocal imitations contribute individually to improving
retrieval. Using both improves MRR even more.

Interestingly, directly using the top-ranked incorrect



Table 2. MRRs updated by user’s vocal imitation feedback
and performance gain (∆ MRR) from the initial results in Ta-
ble 1. (* indicates performance gain only by either additional
positive (P) or negative (N) imitation)

Model AI CS ED SS
TL-IMINET [7] 0.503 0.439 0.259 0.452
TL-IMINET-∆ 0.049 0.105 0.025 0.050
VGGish-whole 0.475 0.457 0.382 0.482

VGGish-whole-∆ 0.066 0.094 0.090 0.059
VGGish-1s 0.512 0.457 0.429 0.505

VGGish-1s-∆ 0.082 0.079 0.101 0.070
VGGish-2s 0.545 0.488 0.499 0.518

VGGish-2s-∆ 0.087 0.087 0.104 0.083
*VGGish-2s-∆ (P) 0.051 0.066 0.091 0.063
*VGGish-2s-∆ (N) 0.058 0.031 0.020 0.023

VGGish-2s Neg-example 0.392 0.390 0.367 0.370
Negative-example-∆ -0.064 -0.061 -0.031 -0.066

search result (not a vocal imitation of it) as the negative
example hurts results for the VGGish-2s model (see Negative-
example-∆ in Table 2), which confirms the effectiveness of a
vocal imitation as negative feedback in QBV. We could not
perform this test on TL-IMINET because it was trained to
directly compare vocal imitations to general audio and was
not trained to directly compare two general audio files.

5. EXPERIMENT-2: QUERY-BY-EXAMPLE

Now we evaluate the effectiveness of vocal imitation feed-
back when a query containing multiple overlapped sounds is
provided to a QBE system.

5.1. Dataset

To test our QBE retrieval scenario, we need a dataset with
multiple original recordings per class, which VocalSketch
does not have. We used Vocal Imitation Set [19] which con-
tains about 10 original recordings per class (2, 985 original
recordings of 302 classes in total) and one of them has about
20 vocal imitations collected through crowd-sourcing. The
sound classes are curated from the AudioSet ontology [20].
The original recordings that have associated vocal imitations
are called reference recordings and they are used as queries
for this experiment. We ruled out one sound class which has
only one original recording, which left us with 301 queries.
All the other original recordings (2,683) that do not have
vocal imitations become a set of items in a database that
the model needs to search through to find target sounds. To
simulate a difficult query situation, we create mixed query
by mixing each of 301 queries (clean query) with another
randomly selected query. Therefore, clean query has a single
sound event and mixed query has overlapping sounds.

Table 3. Mean Recall@k for 6 types of queries. There were
301 queries, each performed on a set of 2,683 items. * indi-
cates a statistically significant difference compared to results
from MQ using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p < 0.05)

query type MR@10 MR@20 MR@30
Clean Query (CQ) 0.265 0.356 0.412
Mixed Query (MQ) 0.128 0.172 0.211

MQ+Random 0.119 0.152 0.177
MQ+Positive 0.124 0.152 0.179
MQ+Negative 0.147* 0.187* 0.216*
MQ+Pos+Neg 0.144* 0.192* 0.225*

5.2. Settings and results

Our QBE system searches for target sounds almost in the
same way as QBV does. The differences are that QBE takes
an original recording as a query and the purpose is to find mul-
tiple target recordings (an average of 9 per query) that sound
similar to the query, not to find a single target sound.

Given each of 301 mixed queries, the system returns a list
of recordings in the testing set ordered by similarity with the
query. If the n top-ranked recordings (n = 5 for this experi-
ment) do not include any of target recordings, we augment the
query using vocal imitations. We tested 6 different scenarios:
1) Clean Query only (CQ), 2) Mixed Query only (MQ), 3)
MQ with Random imitation, 4) MQ with Positive imitation,
5) MQ with Negative imitation, and 6) MQ with Positive and
Negative imitations. The random imitation is an imitation of
a non-target recording in the testing set. Its purpose is to con-
firm that any random imitation is not helpful in improving
retrieval results. We compute recall within top k items in
search results (Recall@k). For example, Recall@20 of 0.7
means that 70% of target recordings are retrieved within top
20 items. We report the Mean Recall@k across all the queries.

Table 3 shows MeanRecall@k given different types of
queries. To obtain the best upper-bound performance, we
tested the 3 variants of our feature embedding models and
picked the best model in MeanRecall@k given clean query
which is Vggish-whole model. Results show that positive im-
itation was not helpful in this QBE scenario. Instead, negative
imitation helps to improve the retrieval results significantly.

6. CONCLUSION

We presented a method to improve content-based audio re-
trieval using a user’s vocal imitation feedback. We used a
CNN-based feature extractor that takes a variable length of
audio for both QBV and QBE retrieval. We also presented
how to combine multiple similarities of a query and vocal im-
itation feedback with an item in the database. We showed that
user’s vocal imitation feedback improve the retrieval perfor-
mance significantly.
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